, [4] ). These are the classical Cartan domains. Let z be a matrix of complex entries, z f its transpose, z* its conjugate transpose and / the identity matrix. By H > 0 we mean that a hermitian matrix H is positive definite. The first 3 types are defined by
where z is an m x n matrix (m ^ n) for R If an n x n symmetric matrix for R n and an n x n skew symmetric matrix for R m . The fourth type R JY is the set of all 1 x n matrices satisfying the conditions: 
if n is even and = n if n is odd, N IY = n/2; \ l9 λ 2 , , \ %v are the nonnegative square roots of the characteristic roots of the hermitian matrix zz* for z e RXr), and r > λ x ^> ^ λ Wj; ^ 0.
We remark that ^v is the rank of the domain R v , and p v = n v N» gives the (complex) dimension of R v .
A simple application of the above lemma leads to the following distortion theorem for holomorphic functions. THEOREM 
Let f(z) be a holomorphic function in R v (r) which omits there the value 0. Then on R v (r)
where
Proof. Since /(z) is holomorphic and omits the value 0 in R v (r) the maximum principle of a holomorphic function yields: (R y (r) ) and satisfies all the hypotheses of Lemma 1. Applying the first inequality of (2) 
A ^oo
Hence there exists a number A > 0 such that
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